WE ADD VALUE
TO YOUR PROPERTY
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Running a real estate business
sometimes feels like a long
journey. It’s best when shared
with good company.
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endless miles across Europe or the United States.
What do you see? The motorway, the landscape,
the sky. After a few hours, they all seem the same.
But in the long run? You start to notice differences.
Different trees, different animals, different people.
Even the air is not the same!
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Running a successful real estate business takes
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how can you benefit?
Thanks to our deep understanding of the needs of
individual market participants, we provide our partners with professional, made-to-measure solutions.
We’re big enough to deliver a broad range of services, yet small enough to pay personal attention to
every project we’re involved in.

ABOUT

Our mix of professional tools and agile, creative
approach holds great potential. Not only for those
who set destination, but for those interested in the
journey itself as well. With our help, your real estate
investments gain a firm footing!

US

why work with us?
Quick and effective communication.
Members of our team remain at your disposal
and respond to your needs as they arise.

Trust and safety.
Years of market presence and a stable capital
base make our company an honest and reliable
business partner.

what can we offer?

scope of our activities

what makes us unique?

We are an agile real estate consultancy and project development
team. We serve as a strategic advisor and consultant, property and
asset manager. Our main activities include office, retail, residential
and mixed-use projects.

uu investment consulting

Our knowledge, experience, creativity, innovative methodology
and the way our services are delivered is what truly sets us apart
from the rest of the property market.

OPG Property Professionals is well established in the Polish market,
although our experience transcends the physical borders of our
country. Our portfolio includes numerous projects across Europe
and the United States. We offer our services to those who operate
in Poland on a daily basis and those who consider investing in the
local real estate market. See what we can do for you!

uu revitalisation and repositioning

uu development projects
uu property & asset management
uu tenant representation
uu commercialisation & lease
uu outsourced apartments sale

We add quality value to redefining processes of town centres.
Our focus is to incorporate vision, international standards and
innovative design, stylish retail, office, leisure and living environments into prime located developments. With our professional
help, you get the chance to make the most out of your real estate business. Your properties are going places. Let us build their
long-lasting value so that you can make more profit!

The highest standard of performance.
Completing the tasks we are entrusted with
in a reliable and effective fashion, confirmed
by numerous business references, shows our
commitment to client satisfaction.

Full control over the project.
You keep your finger on the pulse as our team
provides you with periodic work progress reports
and consults with you on all key decisions.

Thinking outside the box.
Innovation and an individual approach are key
elements of our business philosophy.
We make the difference.
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MEET OUR

TEAM

managing assets
and investment projects
is a full time job

Michał M. Styś

Iwona Stolarczyk

Anna Osińska

Rafał Kozłowski

Monika Hryniewicz

CEO

Property
Manager

Sales and Marketing
Manager

Senior
Project Manager

Head of Leasing

Marzena Jasińska

Milena Rychlik

Paulina Pacler

Michał Smulski

Karolina Aftańska

Chief
Accountant

Junior
Property Manager

Sales
Executive

Project
Manager

Leasing
Specialist

Agnieszka Marczak

Wiesław Jachowicz

Paulina Milczarczyk

Adam Zapart

Natalia Bednarek

Accountant

Technical Maintenance
Specialist

Market Analyst
Assistant

Junior
Project Manager

Leasing
Assistant

we can do it for you!

MSc Arch, MBA

Michał M. Styś
CEO
OPG Property Professionals favours interactions with individuals. Customer collaboration easily substitutes contract negotiation. Responding to change rather than following a fixed concept? Sounds like a plan!
Whereas large real estate companies are, more often than
not, hampered by their sheer size, making changes difficult and slow, we act swiftly. We consciously keep our
team small in order to stay innovative and try new things
for our clients. Having fewer layers of management makes
decision times much shorter, allowing for flexibility and
adaptability that larger companies simply can’t offer.
Our team stays close to you and your business.
One we understand how your company actually works,
everything works. We add value!

WORK WITH
THE BEST
Anna Forma

Roman Kasprzak

Accountant
Assistant

Technical Maintenance
Specialist

Meet the creative team behind OFF Piotrkowska Center,
a place hailed by the readers of the National Geographic
Traveler as the best of the New Seven Wonders of Poland.
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OUR

real estate
consulting

commercialisation
and lease

There is more than one way to invest

Let us handle the whole lease pro-

in real estate. We will help you choose

cess for your property - save time and

the best possible one!

money which you can spend elsewhere!

sale and purchase
of real estates

revitalisation and
repositioning

Because it’s not just about buying or

We will find new, economically viable

selling a property. It’s about doing it in

use for your old property and turn it into

the most profitable way!

a profitable space!

asset and property
management

tenant
representation

Proper maintenance and administra-

You can focus on your business while

tion is only the beginning. Maximising

we negotiate the best possible terms

your profit is where we’re headed.

for your lease!

project
management

housing development
assistance

We will make sure that your project

We adjust your plans to the changing

runs smoothly. Your property gains val-

market to make the best use of your de-

ue long before it’s finished!

velopment site and maximise your profit.

SERVICES

Thinking about investing in real estate?
Feeling like adding value to your existing
portfolio? Or maybe looking for an optimal
location for your business? Our made-tomeasure solutions will help you achieve the
goals you set for your business and budget.
We know how to achieve different goals.
OPG Property Professionals scope of services ranges from strategic consulting and
project management, through property
and asset management, real estate marketing, up to professional lease brokerage. We
look at the property market from both the
supply and demand point of view so that
you can get a full picture when engaging
key market participants. Whatever you do
or set out to do – get better results with
professional advice!
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our agile lease process
will save you time and money!
Orange Plaza Financial Center serves as an example of how to adapt to the ever changing
business requirements, typical for retail and office space rental.

CASE STUDY

ASSET AND PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT
ORANGE PLAZA 
FINANCIAL CENTER

PLOT AREA
1 700 sqm

In case of Orange Plaza we were entrusted with the management of repositioning process.
This includes change strategy to Financial Plaza, product re-definition, obtaining the permits and re-commercialization with a completely new tenant–mix . Finally we were also
hired as an asset manager and property manager.

OFFICE SPACE
1 631 sqm
COMMERCIAL
892 sqm
TOTAL
3 299 sqm

PROPERTY

POLAND / LODZ / 166/168 PIOTRKOWSKA ST.

1
CHALLENGE

asset and property management
With our help your real estate will be properly
maintained, administered and cost-optimised.
We can analyse the existing tenant portfolio
and help you find new ones, in accordance
with a tenant-mix strategy and our constantly
updated base.

how can we be of service?
• Property repositioning
• Running full administration
and technical maintenance

2
APPROACH

3
EFFECT

• Commercialisation
and re-commercialisation
• Tenant retention
• Consulting tenant-mix strategy

!

uu emerged in 2000 as a 4-storey shopping centre,
with the size of ca. 2 500 sqm GLA
uu located in the very heart of the city
(Piotrkowska St. and Pilsudskiego Ave. junction)
uu one of the most modern commercial buildings
in Lodz at the time

uu direct competition from Galeria Lodzka, a big shopping
centre opened in 2005 and located in close proximity
uu tenants vacating and consecutive difficulties in finding
new occupiers
uu previous tenant-mix strategy required cutting lease
rate, rendering it unprofitable

uu property repositioning – shopping mall turned into
an office building
uu maximum use of the existing facilities which allowed to
minimise capital expenditure
uu new tenant-mix strategy and re-leasing
banks/financial services/insurance companies

uu the building became 100% leased within less than 12
months and continues to be up to this date
uu 5+ year lease deals acquired on more than 50%
of the gross leasable area
uu 90% of the tenants are reputable companies (blue chip)
from the financial and insurance sector
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your property and our tenants
will make for a perfect match!

CASE STUDY

COMMERCIALISATION 
AND LEASE
JARACZA 47 PRESTIGE

Jaracza 47 Prestige project can be viewed as a full-fledged revitalisation, including both exterior and interior. We equipped the property with modern amenities for its today’s users: surveillance, monitoring and access control system, ICT network, fibre optic cable, air conditioning,
quiet, high speed lift, and dropped ceilings.

PLOT AREA
724 sqm
OFFICE SPACE
965 sqm

We paid attention to the smallest of details, including the original 19th century polychromed
and gilded decorations.

RESTAURANT
239 sqm
TOTAL
1 334 sqm

PROPERTY

POLAND / LODZ / 47 JARACZA ST.

1
CHALLENGE

commercialisation and lease
We are professional real estate advisor – we do
not limit ourselves to just handing over a contact. A thorough analysis of your property will
help us determine an optimum tenant-mix, supported by a made-to-measure offer and some
marketing. A simplified lease process will save
you time and money!

how can we be of service?
• Selecting key tenant profile
(tenant-mix)

2
APPROACH

3
EFFECT

• Preparing eye-catching lease offer
• Marketing and PR
• Brokering lease agreements
• Commercialisation

!

uu 19th century private residence designed in
a Neo-Renaissance style
uu boutique office space for high-profile tenants
(law firms, insurances, finance)
uu located within New Centre of Lodz, 5 minutes’ walk
from the main railway station

uu capital-intensive property purchase and renovation
works – risk in paying into the real estate
uu little room for manoeuvre regarding building design
due to its historical value
uu no parking spaces which poses a tough challenge
when it comes to office buildings

uu bank financing which allowed to minimalisation
of equity capital
uu additional contemporary storey of office space and modern technologies integrated into building’s historic vibe
uu successful negotiations with the neighbours - regarding
additional parking spaces

uu prestigious office building that dates more slowly
than the modern edifices
uu 100% lease at 2x higher price while other restored
buildings suffer high vacancy rates
uu prestigious tenant profile exemplified by
Baker & McKenzie – increased property value
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we know how to get people lining up to
do real estate business with you

CASE STUDY

SALE AND PURCHASE
OF REAL ESTATES
PIOTRKOWSKA 120

In the case of Piotrkowska 120 private residence we were entrusted with its acquisition,
management, lease strategy and commercialisation process. To avoid vacancies and ensure
continuity of profitable lease, we needed to verify actual demand and tenancy structure.

PLOT AREA
350 sqm

We turned Piotrkowska 120 into a triple net leased property – a fairly popular investment vehicle for investors seeking steady income and a relatively low risk. Therefore we were able to act
on behalf of Vendor and secure sale with +200% return on equity.

OFFICE SPACE
780 sqm
COMMERCIAL
196 sqm
TOTAL
1 208 sqm

PROPERTY

POLAND / LODZ / 120 PIOTRKOWSKA ST.

1
CHALLENGE

sale and purchase of real estates
We will advise you on the optimum moment
to start the sales/buying process. Our service range includes preparing legal transition
to triple net lease agreements, creating professional offers and reaching out to potential
counterparties.

how can we be of service?
• Choosing an optimum moment
to buy/sell

2
APPROACH

3

uu Neo-Renaissance private residence dating back to 19th
century, designed by Gustaw Landau-Gutenteger
uu located on one of the longest commercial thoroughfares
in Europe
uu office space (780 sqm) combined with retail space
(196 sqm)

uu high tenancy fluctuation on Piotrkowska street
at the time
uu low creditworthiness of the former tenants who didn’t
add to the prestige of the place
uu low investment liquidity which rendered potential
sale rather difficult

uu thorough building restoration, resulting in a more
creditworthy tenant base
uu shift to triple net agreements with the tenants which
brought steady income with a relatively low risk
uu special purpose vehicle – improved management of the
liabilities and isolation of financial risks

EFFECT

• Creating effective offers

uu protection from possible operational or insolvency issues
related to vacancy factors and tenant improvement costs
uu 200% capital appreciation

• Streamlining of the sales and
purchasing process

!

uu successful sale in less than one year of improved asset to
institutional quality product

• Solving ownership issues

• Negotiating transaction terms and conditions and legal support
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the fine art of
housing development

CASE STUDY

HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
ASSISTANCE
ART MODERN

When everyone on the primary market offers nearly the same end product, what can you do
to attract new clients? Lower the development standard and asking prices? We preferred to
increase the usable and residential space, sell the apartments at +10% prices above the market
average, and build a recognizable project brand for future phases of the development. How did
we do that? We have proved that you can expect outstanding results if you let us manage your
project from scratch - from the early conception, market analysis and selection of the plot, up
to the full project management and outsourced sale of the apartments.

PLOT AREA
23 000 sqm
RESIDENTIAL
19 250 sqm
COMMERCIAL
2 080 sqm
APARTMENTS
374

PROPERTY

POLAND / LODZ / 8 WROBLEWSKIEGO ST.

1
CHALLENGE

housing development assistance
We will help you adjust your plans to both current and future market conditions to make best
use of your development site and maximise your
profit. However, if you wish, we can also take
good care of the product development, sales,
marketing and full project management.

how can we be of service?
• Analysis of the current housing market
conditions best suited to specific site
• Consulting best development scenario,
target groups and apartment mix
• Bank finance arrangement
and loan procurement
• Outsourced product development,
marketing and sales
• Project management
and post-sales management

2
APPROACH

3
EFFECT

!

uu a medium-sized housing estate - 12 lofts and 362
apartments above retail units, multi-storey car park
uu an old factory site with a historic power plant building
to be revitalised into modern lofts
uu a location that combines proximity to the city centre with
suburb-like surroundings

uu considerable equity risk for the investor
due to the significantly shallow market
uu unfavourable local spatial management plan
with low-dense parameters and phasing issues
uu no proven track record of handling housing development
projects on the competitive and cost-driven market in Lodz

uu acquired appropriate funding model
with minimum shareholders’ equity
uu negotiated the site master plan with the local planning
authority to achieve higher density of the development
uu strong placemaking activity plus an effective marketing
and sale strategy – a place with a story

uu loan facility for 100% of the construction before site works
and loan facility repayment 6 months after completion
uu investment broken down into more manageable
and financially feasible phasing
uu recognised brand and successful sale of the apartments
at +10% prices above the market average
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always have an alternative,
placemaking as a motor of change.

CASE STUDY

Old buildings can often be seen as both a problem and an opportunity. This perspective is understandable, given the fact that thorough renovation, more often than not, turns out to be very capital
intensive. Such was the case of the former cotton factory founded by Franciszek Ramisch.

PLOT AREA
12 898 sqm

REVITALISATION
AND REPOSITIONING

OFFICE SPACE
1 814 sqm

OFF Piotrkowska Center

USABLE SPACE
5 695 sqm

Ambitious renovation plans, which were about to bring new functions to the historic complex, eventually became thwarted by the global financial crisis, making the whole investment unprofitable.
What we needed, new strategy, new idea, an alternative. Execution!

COMMERCIAL
3 030 sqm

PROPERTY

POLAND / LODZ / 138/140 PIOTRKOWSKA ST.

1
CHALLENGE

revitalisation and repositioning
By conducting a complex feasibility study with
risk assessment and by engaging place branding
stakeholders we will advise on the best use of
the property, build its image from scratch and
help you acquire favourable external funding for
the project.

how can we be of service?
• Selecting an optimum function
for the property
• Negotiating with local communities
and conservation officer
• Placemaking
• Acquiring funding and conducting
development process
• Commercialisation and property
management

2
APPROACH

3
EFFECT

!

uu historic cotton factory complex dating back to
19th century
uu 5 500 sqm of leasable space located on approximately
1,3 hectare
uu located in the very heart of the city, in the most attractive
part of Piotrkowska St.

uu difficult commercialisation - low technical standard
of the buildings and little capital to invest
uu existing tenant-mix unstructured, tenants who were
bringing the property’s value down
uu thorough renovation would be very capital intensive
and required an alternative plan

uu new tenant-mix based on creative industries - gradual
increase of property’s value
uu place making based on rich event repertoire worked out
collectively with the tenants
uu engaging tenants’ capital in renovating the property
at the expense of lower rents

uu firm footing for further development projects: two new
office buildings and cowork space for tech companies
uu first place in the Seven Wonders of Poland contest held
by National Geographic Traveler
uu a demand for leasable space that exceeds the supply,
more control over OFF’s identity
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navigating your development project
through a variety of challenges

CASE STUDY

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
TEAL & SEPIA OFFICE

Managing a development project is quite a complex task, especially when you’re not running a greenfield investment. Teal Office and Sepia Office showcase our ability to work on a “living organism”, as
we carried out a new development project within the existing and already-rented premises of OFF
Piotrkowska Center, the beating heart of Lodz’s cultural and gastronomic life.

PLOT AREA
1 080 sqm
OFFICE SPACE
3 665 sqm

We not only managed to keep the leisure, retail and office centre open during the ongoing works, we
also minimised the equity requirement for the boutique office development groundbreaking ceremony, allowing us to secure 100% bank financing for the construction.

COMMERCIAL
730 sqm
TOTAL
5 316 sqm

PROPERTY

POLAND / LODZ / 6-8 ROOSEVELTA ST.

1
CHALLENGE

project management
We manage all stages of your investment project, from programming, obtaining permits and
appointing all relevant consultants, through
supervising the project designs as well as the
construction process, up to marketing, commercialisation, delivery and compliance. We will
make sure that all the stages of your project are
accomplished in a smooth, precise and economically justified way. Your property gains value
long before it's finished!

how can we be of service?

2
APPROACH

3
EFFECT

• Selecting an optimal land development plan
• Implementing full development process
• Financial, legal and funding consultation
• Marketing and commercialisations

!

uu Sepia Office – a revitalized red-brick factory building
renovated in a way that preserves its industrial character
uu Teal Office – a new class-A, BREEAM-certified office building,
technologically advanced and environmentally-friendly
uu located at OFF Piotrkowska Center, one of the most iconic
places in Lodz, situated in an old factory complex

uu development within a frequently visited mixed-use space
posing logistical challenges to the execution of the project
uu boutique office space, usually difficult to commercialise
during the development stage
uu minimum pre-leasing rate of 40% of the total lease space
was required for a bank loan facility

uu development plan included non-intrusive methods
of construction and seasonality of businesses
uu fashionable place and local tech community at separate
coworking space as a strong attractors for IT companies
uu tenant-mix strategy was not sacrificed in order to increase
leasing speed at the expense of lease rates

uu no areas were closed due to the construction works and
existing tenants have at least maintained their revenue
uu a new creative ecosystem emerged to match OFF's existing
profile, attracting top ITC, TECH & BPO brands
uu 40% of space leased before the groundbreaking ceremony
allowed for 100% bank financing for that stage
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RESIDENTIAL

BLACKHALL COURT

DUBLIN, IRELAND
100 APARTMENTS

INTERNATIONAL

EXAMPLES

COMMERCIAL

THE MALL

TULLAMORE, IRELAND
998 sqm LEASE AREA

Our company is fully independent both financially and structurally. While working closely
with partners from all around the world, we
remain capable of handling both small and
major projects. Therefore we are able to offer balanced and objective advice covering
different areas of the real estate market.
While operating independently, OPG Property Professionals enjoys the privilege of being
a vital part of a recognised, multinational investment & development company a Gleeson
Properties Development. Our associates are
based in Dublin, Ireland, although the group’s
property portfolio is spread geographically
throughout Ireland, the United Kingdom, the
United States and Poland. The experience
we’ve acquired over the course of our mutual working partnership has allowed us to
broaden our horizons. Because bright ideas
and professional service know no borders.

OFFICE BUILDING

ALDGATE TOWER

LONDON, UK
30 000 sqm LEASE AREA

MARINA & YACHT CLUB

SNOOK BIGHT

FORT MYERS FL, USA
1.6 ha COMMERCIAL

RESIDENTIAL

HYDE COURT
DUBLIN, IRELAND
83 APARTMENTS

The re-engineering and design of an old
textile factory to an upmarket inner city
residential development of 100 large apartments including the conversion of three
Victorian town houses into residential use.

An historical and exclusive 1901 Town
Centre department store redeveloped to
accommodate retail and office space (under management). Constant attention is
needed for the preservation and upkeep
of the buildings detailed craftsmanship.

Comprising 30 000 sqm over 19 floors. This
Wilkinson Eyre designed grade ‘A’ office
building was the first large speculative development in the City of London after the
financial difficulties of 2008. Completed in
2014 and 100% let.

The full redevelopment of an old marina to
an exclusive operating marina incorporating
277 dry and wet storage slips. Including restaurants, yacht club and other premier marina facilities. Managed and built to strict US
environmental codes.

A bespoke 83 high-end residential apartment development which introduced winter gardens to Ireland for the first time.
Including four retail units at ground level.
Constructed on complex foundations within an historical city boundary.

CONTACT US
OPG PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS
8 ROOSEVELTA ST.
90-056 LODZ, POLAND
CALL US
TEL +48 42 272 30 72
FAX +48 42 272 30 66
DROP US A LINE
BIURO@OPG.COM.PL

LIKE OUR FACEBOOK PAGE
FACEBOOK.COM
/OPGPROPERTYPROFESSIONALS
CHECK OUR LINKED IN PAGE
LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY
/OPG-PROPERTY-PROFESSIONALS
VISIT OUR WEBSITE
WWW.OPG.COM.PL/EN

